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U.S. Army Ranger Handbook

This handbook offers the techniques and tacticsthat make Army Rangers the best soldiers inthe
world. These highly-trained, easilydeployable,and widely-skilled infantrymenspecialize in airborne
assault, raids, recovery ofpersonnel and equipment, and airfield seizure,among other difficult and
dangerous missions.Drawing from over two centuries of bloodylessons learned in special operations
combat,this guide gives modern soldiers the best advicepossible. In straightforward language and a
nofrillsstyle, it covers deception, stealth,communications, escape and evasion, ambushoperations,
perimeter defense,counterintelligence, and much more. Handyand concise, this manual was
designed soRangers could easily carry it into the field.Now it is the ultimate resource for anyone
whowants to know how Rangers think and work.
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I have read the reviews above and I have read this book, in many formats and many times, this
book is a stellar reference when it comes to the principles of Patrolling, TLP, MDMP, various other
things that not only Rangers but every Soldier should know.This is NOT the version that the army
issues. It is identical in every way except it is in a bigger version. The Army Version is in fact pocket
sized, this is not. This is still a great desktop version/version for dudes that want to learn about

military matters.One warning, this book is dry, and only exciting if you are familiar with military
terms, and graphics. Like I said, this one is identicle to the Army issued one except for its size.This
is definitely one of those books that is a must read for every Soldier, and anyone curious to learn
about how Soldiers operate.

Same book I was issued at Ranger School. Covers all the topics of small unit leadership, plus some
basic information on fieldcraft. MNOTE/WARNING: This is not the book for you if you're looking for
a manual on small unit fighting, this is more geared towards leadership and GENERAL information
on patrolling. If you want to learn the basics taught at Ranger School, this is the real deal.
RANGERS LEAD THE WAY!

Not sure which book the previous reviewer is writing about, but this is the most up-to-date Ranger
Handbook available, includes great art work and excellent information. I have looked at the version
available from Pentagon Publishing for almost twice the price and the text is EXACTLY the same.
Don't throw your money away.

I'm a former US Army RANGER and SF, exact same book we received in RANGER school. Wish it
was the older version where on the last page it had, If all else fails, read this, and it was the Lords
Prayer.

Just recently purchased this book and have gone through it a few times already. The print is kinda
small and it is definitely not something you would want to take out on the field, but overall I consider
it to be a great supplement to FM 7-8. This may be a harder book to read if you are not familiar with
basic U.S. military terms.

Not as good as the 1992 ranger handbook, but it'll do. If you can, find and buy the 1992 version.
This copy is too large, and the print doesnt fill the whole page. This isnt what you get in ranger
school.

This is a great book for anyone who wants to learn about first aid, mountaineering, and survival
techniques. It will also allow a person to train other people in the tactic of evasion, leadership,
demolition, patrols and communication. I am retired military and these things are still being taught
todays soldiers. Hey if it is not broken why fix it? I like the book.

An outstanding guide book. I do agree the print is small, but I get it read. It is very practical, a rock
solid reference.
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